Flight Data Monitoring System

Unlock the Value in Your Flight Data
Compliant with all applicable FDM regulatory requirements
An essential part of a proactive Safety Management System
Understandable to help drive operational efficiencies
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AirFASE® Installation & Training
Turnkey system operation
Onsite installation and training
Fully configured for all applicable aircraft types
Operational training by experienced support staff

Customer Support
To serve our worldwide customer base and meet our clients’ expectations, Teledyne Controls maintains a global network of field
representatives, who can provide fast, local support. We have personnel in the US and the UK, as well as in Toulouse, France; Tokyo,
Japan; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Beijing, China; and Singapore. With the diversity of our sales and service
organization, we are uniquely positioned to provide our customers with the personal service and attention they deserve.
Teledyne’s Support Service Includes:
Fault reporting online or by telephone
A worldwide support team
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Other Uses...

eADL

AirFASE® is an essential part of Teledyne Controls’ aircraft data management solutions. Designed to assist airlines
with their FDM/FOQA/FDA initiatives, these offerings include innovative airborne data acquisition products, air-to-ground
wireless data transfer systems and ground-based applications that integrate to deliver greater benefits to the operators and
provide the total solution that airlines need for a successful flight safety program.
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